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Foreword
Manual Monitors are hand operated devices used to fight 
fires which require large amoount of water or water/foam 

solution to be delivered to remote 
targets. Every monitor is designed 

to be easily operated through its 
commands, requiring very little 
force by the operator even when 
adjusted during operation.
The Monitor Bodies are available 
in Bronze or Stainless Steel for 

installation within industrial harsh 
environments. Each 
piece is designed and 
manufactured with 
extreme care to be robust 
and grant a long service life 
in adverse environmental 
conditions.  Depending 
on the application, 
manual monitors can be 
equipped with nozzles 
or branch pipes capable 
of discharging water 
or water/foam solution. 
Nozzle and foam branch 
pipes are also available 
with a built in inductor 
that allows water and 
foam proportioning before 
discharge. Each monitor 
can be coupled to a large 
variety of accessories 
such as self oscillating 
units, hydrant supports, 
nozzles and branch 
pipes. 
Design and production 
of monitors and their 
accessories is carried 
out according to SA’s 
rigorous quality standards 
by skilled engineers well 
equipped with high tech 
production facilities.

    iguaNa
The Iguana is a hand lever 
operated manual monitor, 
with a 3” single water way 

bronze body. Very easy to 
operate, it is capable of withstanding 
flows up to 3000 L/min and may be 
base flanged 3”, 4” or 6” UNI/DIN 

or ANSI. Movements on the vertical 
& horizontal plane can be performed 

by a lever that amplifies the operator force 
towards the monitor joints, making the monitor 

movements very easy. Both vertical and 
horizontal joints can be secured by two 
manual locks that allow the operator 
to adjust the monitor with the wanted 
orientation and leave it operational. Both 

joints are built in the monitor casting using 
a double channel hosting the rotational spheres.  

Shaped to keep the concentrated pressure losses to 
a minimum, the casting has a single internal waterway 

and can be used for water or water foam solution. 
Specifically addressed for industrial harsh environments 

& offshore applications requiring small manual monitors.

Niagara maNual moNitors
The Niagara is a hand wheeled manual operated monitor, 
with a 3”, 4” or 6” single waterway bronze body. Very easy 
to operate, it is capable of withstanding flows up to 20000 
L/min and may be base flanged 3”, 4”, 6” or 8” UNI/DIN or 
ANSI. Movements on the vertical & horizontal plane can be 
performed by rotating a wheel that uses a gear to amplify 
the operator force towards the monitor joints, making the 
monitor movements very easy.  Both joints are built in the 
monitor casting using a double channel hosting the rotational 
spheres.  Shaped to keep the concentrated pressure losses 
to a minimum, the casting has a double internal waterway 

and can be used for water or water foam solutions. 
Specifically addressed to industrial harsh 

environments & offshore applications.


